Effects of baseline task position on apparent activation in functional imaging of memory.
Brain activation dissociates during the repeated performance of memory tasks with decreasing medial temporal and increasing orbitofrontal activation. The impact of such adaptations on a baseline task is unknown. In this study, we used H2(15)O positron emission tomography (PET) in two groups of subjects performing a continuous recognition task and a baseline task. The group performing the baseline task after the main task showed significant medial temporal activation in the subtraction (recognition task-baseline). The group performing the baseline task at the beginning showed right orbitofrontal activation. These differences appeared to result primarily from different activations during the baseline task. It thus appears that the temporal context of a baseline task may fundamentally alter cognitive requirements and substantially influence apparent brain activation during a memory task. We suggest that the automatic filtration of memories according to their relevance for ongoing reality, a capacity mediated by the orbitofrontal cortex, is one such influence on apparent activation.